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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You have created the following JSON file to specify a lifecycle policy for one of your object storage buckets:



How will this policy affect the objects that are stored in the bucket? (Choose the best answer.)



Options: 
A- The objects with prefix LOGS will be deleted 30 days after creation date.

B- Objects containing the name prefix LOGS will be automatically migrated from standard Storage to Archive storage 30 days after the

creation date. The object will be deleted 120 days after creation.

C- Objects containing the name prefix LOGS will be automatically migrated from standard Storage to Archive storage 30 days after the

creation date. The object will be mi-grated back to standard Storage 120 days after creation.

D- Objects with the prefix LOGS will be retained for 120 days and then deleted permanently.

Answer: 
B

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Your company has restructured its HR department. As part of this change, you also need to re-organize the compartments within Oracle

Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) to align them with the company's new organizational structure. The following change is required:



Compartment Team_x needs to be moved under a new parent compartment, Project_B

The tenancy has the following policies defined for compartments Project_A and Project_B:

Policy1: Allow group G1 to manage instance-family in compartment HR:Project_A

Policy2: Allow group G2 to manage instance-family in compartment HR:Project_B

Which two statements describe the impacts after the compartment Team_x is moved? (Choose two.)

Options: 



A- Group G2 can now manage instance-families in compartment Project_B, compartment Project_A and compartment Team_X

B- Group G2 can now manage instance-families in compartment Project_B and compart-ment Team_X

C- Group G1 can now manage instance-families in compartment Project_A, compartment Project_B and compartment Team_X

D- Group G2 can now manage instance-families in compartment Project_A but not in compartment Team_x

E- Group G1 can now manage instance-families in compartment Project_A but not in compartment Team_x

Answer: 
B, E

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

One of your development teams has asked for your help to standardize the creation of several compute instances that must be

provisioned each day of the week. You initially write several Command Line Interface (CLI) commands with all appropriate configuration

parameters to achieve this task later determining this method lacks flexibility. Which command generates a JSON-based template that

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) CLI can use to provision these instances on a regular basis? (Choose the best answer.)

Options: 



A- oci compute instance create --generate-cli-skeleton

B- oci compute instance launch --generate-full-command-json-input

C- oci compute provision-instance --generate-full-command-json-input

D- oci compute instance launch --generate-cli-skeleton

Answer: 
B

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You have the following compartment structure within your company Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) tenancy:



You want to create a policy in the root compartment to allow SystemAdmins to manage VCNs only in CompartmentC. Which policy is

correct? (Choose the best answer.)

Options: 
A- Allow group SystemAdmins to manage virtual-network-family in compartment Com-partmentA:CompartmentB:CompartmentC

B- Allow group SystemAdmins to manage virtual-network-family in compartment CompartmentC

C- Allow group SystemAdmins to manage virtual-network-family in compartment CompartmentB:CompartmentC

D- Allow group SystemAdmins to manage virtual-network-family in compartment Root

Answer: 
A

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You have been asked to ensure that in-transit communication between an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) compute instance and an

on-premises server (192.168.10.10/32) is encrypted. The instances communicate using HTTP. The OCI Virtual Cloud Network (VCN) is

connected to the on-premises network by two separate connections: a Dynamic IPsec VPN tunnel and a FastConnect virtual circuit. No



static configuration has been added. What solution should you recommend? (Choose the best answer.)

Options: 
A- The instances will communicate by default over IPsec VPN, which ensures data is encrypted in-transit.

B- Advertise a 192.168.10.10/32 router over the FastConnect.

C- Advertise a 192.168.10.10/32 route over the VPN.

D- The instances will communicate by default over the FastConnect private virtual circuit, which ensures data is encrypted in-transit.

Answer: 
C

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You have been asked to update the lifecycle policy for object storage using the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Command Line

Interface (CLI). Which command can successful-ly update the policy? (Choose the best answer.)



Options: 
A- oci os object-lifecycle-policy put --ns <object_storage_namespace> --bn <bucket_name>

B- oci os object-lifecycle-policy get --ns <object_storage_namespace> --bn <bucket_name>

C- oci os object-lifecycle-policy delete --ns <object_storage_namespace> --bn <buck-et_name>

D- oci os object-lifecycle-policy put --ns <object_storage_namespace> --bn <bucket_name> -- --items <json_formatted_lifecycle_policy>

Answer: 
D
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